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Image Fusion: Algorithms and ApplicationsAcademic Press, 2008
A complete resource containing in one volume the latest algorithms, design techniques and applications on the 'hot' topic of image fusion     

       The application of sensor technology has brought considerable interest in the area of image fusion. Written by leading experts in the field, this book brings together in one volume the most...
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Guide to Computer Network Security (Computer Communications and Networks)Springer, 2008
Contemporary societies have increasing dependence on computers and computer networks, and the increasing popularity of mobile computing, have given rise to numerous computer security problems. Yet despite a high proliferation of expert remedies, a viable and comprehensive solution to these security issues remains elusive, and society continues to...
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Architecture-Independent Programming for Wireless Sensor Networks (Wiley Series on Parallel and Distributed Computing)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
New automated, application-independent methodology for designing and deploying sensor networks
Following this book's clear explanations, examples, and illustrations, domain experts can design and deploy nontrivial networked sensing applications without much knowledge of the low-level networking aspects of deployment. This new approach is based...
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Adobe Dreamweaver CS5.5 Studio Techniques: Designing and Developing for Mobile with jQuery, HTML5, and CSS3Adobe Press, 2011

	Don’t be fooled. Although the .5 might give the impression that Dreamweaver CS5.5 is a point release, it’s anything but. Dreamweaver engineers have packed a stunning amount of new features into this version. To mention just a few, there’s code hinting for the popular jQuery JavaScript library, the ability to see what pages...
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Unity 2018 Augmented Reality Projects: Build four immersive and fun AR applications using ARkit, ARCore, and VuforiaPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create engaging Augmented Reality (AR) applications with Unity 3D that can be experienced with devices such as HoloLens and Daydream

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn the principles of AR application development
	
			Work with the most popular sensors used in AR games and applications across...
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Wireless Communications Systems and NetworksSpringer, 2004
Wireless Communications Systems and Networks covers the breadth of research in wireless communications. It begins by detailing the essential background, such as wireless standards, spread spectrum and CDMA systems, and goes on to discuss advanced topics in next generation wireless systems. Discussions of advanced-level materials progress in a...
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Fundamentals of Wireless Sensor Networks: Theory and PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	In this book, the authors describe the fundamental concepts and practical aspects of wireless sensor networks. The book provides a comprehensive view to this rapidly evolving field, including its many novel applications, ranging from protecting civil infrastructure to pervasive health monitoring. Using detailed examples and illustrations,...
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Atmospheric Monitoring With Arduino: Building Simple Devices to Collect Data About the EnvironmentMake Books, 2012

	
	
		We as a species are probably a little bit smarter than fish: at least we know
	
		that we spend our lives “swimming” at the bottom of an ocean of air. About
	
		4/5th of that ocean is the relatively harmless gas nitrogen. Around another
	
		1/5 of it is the highly reactive and slightly toxic gas oxygen. The...
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Multilinear Subspace Learning: Dimensionality Reduction of Multidimensional DataCRC Press, 2013

	Due to advances in sensor, storage, and networking technologies, data is being generated on a daily basis at an ever-increasing pace in a wide range of applications, including cloud computing, mobile Internet, and medical imaging. This large multidimensional data requires more efficient dimensionality reduction schemes than the traditional...
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Wireless Network Security (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2007
Wireless networks technologies have been dramatically improved by the popularity of third generation (3G) wireless networks, wireless LANs, Bluetooth, and sensor networks. However, security is a major concern for wide deployments of such wireless networks. The contributions to this volume identify various vulnerabilities in the physical layer, the...
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CRC Handbook of Modern Telecommunications, Second EditionCRC Press, 2009
Addressing the most dynamic areas of the ever-changing telecommunications landscape, this new edition of the bestselling CRC Handbook of Modern Telecommunications once again brings together the top minds and industry pioneers in wireless communication networks, protocols, and devices. 

In addition to new discussions of...
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10 Cool LEGO Mindstorms: Dark Side Robots, Transports, and Creatures: Amazing Projects You Can Build in Under an HourSyngress Publishing, 2002

	LEGO MINDSTORMS let you design and program robots that can do just about anything!


	The Dark Side Developer's Kit is targeted towards the young or novice LEGO MINDSTORMS designer, age 9 and up, although experienced MINDSTORMS fans will appreciate the unique possibilities offered by this kit as well. The Dark Side Developer's...
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